2) ^*[2;\ ; 2/2 ; • • • ; 2/J* is of order 2 in H*(SO(25) ; Z). From these two statements will follow the theorem that : "A necessary condition for the liftability of w^ is that Image of w^ C Subgroup of elements of H*(B : Z) of order 2" and the corollary that :
"If H*(B ; Z) does not have any 2-torsion ; then a necessary condition for the liftability of w^ is w^ = 0.
These results will then be applied to some special cases, and a full discussion will be given of the existence and decomposability of 2-forms of constant rank on i) spheres, ii) real, and iii) complexprojective spaces.
1. Fiber-bundle structures over two-forms of rank 2s.
Definitions and notation :
Let E be a real ^-dimensional inner-product space ; and as usual, identify E with its dual E* through the metric.
Then it is well known (e.g. refer to [9] ) that : ii) The number of terms in any such decomposition is unique ; and is called the "rank" of w.
Thus if V^(E) = manifold of ordered 2^-tuplets of linearlyindependent vectors in E.
A^(E) = Set of 2-forms on E of rank 2s.
We can define f, : V^ (E) -^ A,(E) by (^i, Yi,.. •, y^s) ^ y\
A v^i + • • • + Vs A Vis and by the above, fy is "onto". Also, the real-symplectic group, SpC? ; R) acts freely and transitively on the fibers of/-; and thuŝ Note : In the following proof, we shall, for convenience of notation, take the definition of fy to be : continuous functions on A^.
is an open subset of A^(E) for 1 < r<s.
S2.
=^-1 (Q.) C =V"(E) ; ^: S,,^ Q, well-defined.
Let F be the subspace of E generated by (^3 , e^ , . . . , e^) Proof -The existence of a local cross-section to fy implies that A^(E) and the orbit-space V^(E)/SpC? ; R) are homeomorphic ; and that fy and the projection p : V^(E) -> V^(E)/Sp(5 ; R) can be identified. The fact that the projection, p, induces a principal Sp(s ; R)-bundle follows from the fact that Sp(s ; R) is a closed subgroup of GL(2s ; R) ; and that the full-projection :
V2. (E) ^ V^ (E)/GL(2^ ; R) = G^(E)
= Grassmann-Manifold of 2^-planes on E, induces a principal GL(2s ; R)-bundle.
1.3.
The Principal Unitary-bundle : V^(E) (A,(E) ; U(^)). 
PROPOSITION. -fy induces a principal V(s)-bundle : (E) (A/E) ; \J(s)) .
Proof. -Let 0 be a cross-section to f^ over some compact neighbourhood N of A,(E). Put N = NHA,(E) and 0i == 0/N. Then, by the preceeding Corollary, r^ is a cross-section to ^ over N. Define t : N x U(^) -> /^(N) by r(^ , u) = ^((r0^). Then, t, is a homeomorphism (by compactness). Hence fy is locally-trivial ; and thus induces a principal Unbundle. From this Lemma we recover the following :
Retraction o/A,(E) o^ro A,(E).

PROPOSITION. -There exists a retraction 6 : A,(E) -> A,(E).
Proof -Let's first assume that n = 2s. Then, an orthonormal frame e on E defines homeomorphisms ; ^ : Wy -> A^(E) and : W, ^ A,(E) by te(k) = S ki, e^e^ and ^ = ^/W,. <•</ A homotopy/^: A/E) ^ A/E) can be defined by/,. = ^ o ^o^~1 and it is, immediately, verified that this definition is independent of the orthonormal frame used. Thus, 6 = f^ yields the desired retraction.
For n > 2s ; we have the diagram :
a retraction 0p ; and a homotopy (/l)p :
and fy = ( fy )p yield the desired retraction and the homotopy respectively.
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2. Decomposability of two-forms of constant rank.
Notations and definitions :
Let E be an R"-bundle (with a Riemannian-metric) over a connected base-space B. Let V^(E), V^(E), A,(E), A,(E) be the associated-bundles to E with fibers V^CR"), V^(R"), A^R"), A,(R' 1 )
respectively. A 2-form, w, on E of constant rank Is is, by definition, a cross-section to A,(E). Proof. -Let x E B ; and, c, a cross-section to ^(E) :
over a neighbourhood N of w(x) in A,(E). Then, the composite w'^N) --> N-^ V^(E) defines a cross-section y = cw to ^(E) over w~1 (N) such that fy o y = w.
Q.E.D.
Given a 2-form, w, of constant rank 2s ; then at each point xEB, wO:) determines a 25-dimensional subspace S^) of E^ on which it is of maximal rank ; and local decomposability of w, immetiately yields the following :
PROPOSITION. -The union S^ = U S,^ is a sub-bundle ofE ; x^B and, w, being a 2-form on Sy, of maximal-rank determines a reduction of its structure group from GL(2s ; R) to Sp (s ; R). This Proposition, clearly, demonstrates that the "existence of a 2-form of constant rank on E" (which is assumed apriori in the thesis) is, already, a strong condition ; and will be useful in proving non-existence theorems about 2-forms of constant rank on spheres and projective-spaces in the last-chapter.
Decomposition of 2-forms of constant rank :
Let V(S^), V(S^), A(S^), A(S^) be the associated-bundles to S^ with fibers V(R 25 ), V(R 25 ), A(R 2 '), A(R 2 ') respectively.
DEFINITION. -w is said to be decomposable iff
for
linearly-independent \-forms (y^) on E. (Or, alternatively, the diagram : admits a lifting).
V(S,)
/,
B^---w ---A(S,)
An immediate consequence of this definition is the following :
Observation. -If, w, is decomposable ; then S^ is a trivial (product)-bundle. Ow decomposes orthogonally iff w^ lifts to 0(25). Since B is connected and Wi continuous ; we may, without loss of generality assume that Wi(B)CI^== SO(2s)/UO?) ; and then lifting w^ to 0(25) is equivalent to lifting it to S0(2.s). We can summarize this in a single :
DEFINITION. -The "normalization" of, w, is defined to be the composite 6w : B--> A(S^)--> A(S^) and is a "normalized" 2-form of rank 2s. (i.e. a cross-section to A(S^)). DECOMPOSITION OF TWO-FORMS OF CONSTANT
THEOREM. -A 2-form, w, of constant rank 2s decomposes iff i) Sy, is a trivial (produce-bundle,
ii) The representation of its normalization as a map w^ :
IBRAHIM DIBAG
B -> I, = SO(2s)/V(s)
arising from any trivialization of Sy, lifts to SO (25).
The method used above was to assume the existence apriori, of a metric on E (and thus on S^) ; and to show that, w, decomposes iff its normalization (with respect to this metric) decomposes orthogonally.
A more and invariant approach does not pre-suppose the existence of a metric on Sy,. w, determines a reduction of the structure-group of Sy, to Sp(s ; R) ; and since UC?) is a maximal compact subgroup of Sp(s ; R) ; it undergoes a further reduction to U(^) ; and thus Sy, admits a unique Hermitian metric. Then, w, becomes normalized with respect to the corresponding real-metric, and thus decomposes iff it decomposes orthogonally. The rest of the theory goes as before ; and one, again, obtains the above theorem with obvious modifications.
3. Cohomology ofl^.
Preliminaries :
Let x G P"~1 ; and 0^ be the "reflection" through the hyperplane perpendicular to x ; and 0o the reflection corresponding to the initial point (1, 0, .... 0). Then, we imbed P"-1 C S0(n) by x -> 0^. We, now, list the following standard results ; and for proofs we refer the reader to [8] pp. 40-45.
Let p nl /p n -2 be the space obtained by collapsing P"~2 to a point ; and SO(n)/SO(n -1) the left coset-space.
PROPOSITION. -The matrix-multiplication
is a relative-homeomorphism. given by
and the zero-cell [0] ; and matrix-multiplication m :
is a cellular-map.
Cellular Structure of ly :
Proof. -Obviously, S0(2s -1) n UOO = \)(s -1) and
by a dimension argument. Thus,
Q.E.D. Let P 25^ and P 2 ' denote the images of P 2^1 and P 25 under the projections S0(2s + 2) -» I^i and S0(2^ + 1) ^ 1^^ respectively. We, then, have the following :
Proof -It is an immediate consequence of the fact that the "composite" P 25^ C S0(2s + 2) -^ 1,^ factors through P,(C) ; and that P 25 CP 2^ -> P^(C) is "onto". Q.E.D. [/i ; 7' 2 » ' * * » 7jJ ^here j\ is odd for some 1 < t < fe are contained in a skeleton of lower dimension.
Integer-Cohomology of ly and the Lifting Problem :
Since I, is a cell-complex consisting of even dimensional cells only ; the co-boundary operator is identically zero ; and hence the 2^-cohomology group H 2^! ,; Z) coincides with 2^-cochains, C 2^!^ ; Z), which is the free abelian group generated by the duals 
